2006 dodge diesel

The heavy-duty Ram offers serious diesel power, stout suspensions and a well-built, functional
interior -- all of which make it an impressive package for hard-core truck users. Although Dodge
has been producing heavy-duty utility trucks since , it wasn't until that Americans started
paying close attention. It was then that the all-new Dodge Ram was introduced. This full-size
truck was an immediate hit thanks to its combination of big-rig styling, powerful engine lineup
and carlike interior. The heavy-duty Ram and were particularly popular with contractors who
appreciated the truck's rugged nature. A completely redesigned Ram debuted for , followed in
by the Ram and Ram series trucks that saw similar changes. For the redesign, Dodge figured
that most folks don't often fill up their truck's bed to full capacity and subsequently took 3
inches from the standard bed length previously 6 feet 6 inches and added it to the passenger
compartment. For heavy-duty users with more serious needs, there's an 8-foot bed option.
Because Ram series trucks carry much heavier loads than their light-duty siblings, their frames
are noticeably more robust. Extensive use of hydroforming construction technology offers
outstanding frame stiffness. Dodge says this improves ride and handling characteristics as well
as payload ratings. As you would expect, two-wheel- and four-wheel-drive configurations are
offered. The 4WD system is manually or electronically controlled, depending on trim level.
Four-wheel-drive Ram trucks have a solid front axle, while two-wheel-drive trucks get an
independent front suspension. Additionally, the 2WD trucks have a rack and pinion steering
system, while 4WD trucks utilize a recirculating ball setup. The heavy-duty Ram interiors are
essentially identical to their half- and three-quarter-ton counterparts, a trait that we would
consider a good thing. There's plenty of room in every direction, simple controls that are easy
to master at a glance and solid construction. Though not as roomy as its competitors, Quad
Cab models have enough room to seat a few extra passengers as well as carry sensitive cargo if
the need arises thanks to a flat load floor. Need more room? Go for the huge Mega Cab model,
which adds 20 inches to the Quad Cab's cabin. To make it Mega, Dodge takes the extended This
makes for a lot of "biggest" and "first" claims for the Mega Cab: The largest, longest cab in its
class, at Largest interior cargo volume of any full-size pickup, largest second-row legroom,
largest rear-door open angle, at 85 degrees; and the first ever reclining rear seats, which go
from a degree seatback angle to 37 degrees. Overall, the Ram is an excellent all-around
heavy-duty truck. Particularly this year, with the introduction of the Mega Cab model, it would
be our choice for a heavy-duty truck over Ford and General Motors' offerings. Ram s are
available in three cab styles: regular, Quad Cab crew cab and Mega really big crew cab. The
regular and Quad Cab models come with either a short or long cargo bed. The Mega Cab rides
on the same wheelbase as the Quad Cab long bed but pairs an even bigger cabin with the short
bed. The Ram ST is pretty bare-bones, offering inch wheels, vinyl seating, air conditioning and a
CD player. Go with the SLT for alloy wheels, cruise control, cloth seating, keyless entry and
power windows, locks and mirrors. The luxurious Laramie comes with standard upgrades like
dual-zone automatic climate control, leather seating, a power driver seat, a six-CD changer and
steering wheel-mounted audio controls. The selection of available options depends on model
and trim but highlights include a navigation system, a rear-seat DVD-based entertainment
system, upgraded audio, a Sport package and a TRX4 off-road package. Dodge's 5. Rated at
horsepower and pound-feet of torque, it out-muscles both of GM's and Ford's standard
offerings. A Cummins diesel engine is also offered: a 5. Both engines come with a standard
six-speed manual transmission. A five-speed automatic is optional for the V8, and the diesel can
be equipped with a four-speed overdrive automatic. The dual-wheel rear axle is standard on
regular cabs and optional on Quad Cabs. A Ram regular cab with dual rear wheels and the
Cummins has a 16,pound tow rating. Side curtain airbags are optional on all Rams. All center
seats have three-point seatbelts. Optional on the SLT and standard on the Laramie are
power-adjustable pedals, which allow shorter folk to find a comfortable driving position without
having to sit too close to the steering wheel. The trucks also feature ABS and four-wheel disc
brakes. Although heavy-duty versions of the Ram have not been crash tested, the Ram received
a "Good" rating the highest possible from the IIHS. Although it's built to take on the most
demanding tasks, the Ram is still a surprisingly comfortable truck for daily use. Between its
quick steering and supple ride, it's nearly as comfortable as most half-tons. The Hemi engine is
a competent all-around engine, but for serious towing and hauling, the turbodiesel engine is
essential. Interior room is generous, and the overall design is very functional with comfortable
seats and simple controls. If you've got more cargo than passengers, you can fold up the rear
seats in Quad Cabs. The rear seats also recline in Mega Cab models, or you can fold them to
reveal an expansive load area and numerous utility bins and hooks. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a

prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once
you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Dodge
Ram Pickup Diesel. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Stunted standard bed, cramped rear seat in Quad Cab. Other years. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Ram Pickup for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign
up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. For the Ram , Dodge adds a new body style called Mega Cab. It features a
inch-longer cabin than the Quad Cab to provide best-in-class interior room. All Ram s also
feature a new dash, center console, seats and radios. A navigation system and a rear-seat DVD
entertainment system are newly optional. Wrapping things up for the Ram is freshened
front-end styling. Read more. Write a review See all 25 reviews. I have an 06 Dodge with
automatic and tow package. Put on after market cold air induction and 5 inch cat back exhaust.
Added the Edge Mileage Max and boom, mileage on overhead computer reads 27 to 28 mpg
constantly. Figuring actual mpg miles driven divided by amount of fuel and I get Have kept
service up to date. Other than poor mileage anyone have an idea as to how I might get better
mpg. I called Edge about it, they were about as helpful as a dead slug. Edge Mileage Max did
increase power but took my mileage down from stock condition by about 5 mpg. As far as I am
concerned Edge can jump off the bridge. Read less. If you haven't ordered yours yet go do it
now! Third Dodge truck in our family going back to '97 and they keep getting better. I ordered
this the first day you could back in July and have been counting the days. Who else can say
they drive a truck that the backseat leg room is compaired to an S- class Benz? Go for the
bucket seats up front and hog all the room for yourself, roll back the sunroof and enjoy.
Cummings has more power than The backseat headrests make for a few blindspots but the
oversized mirriors more than make up for it and make it so you never have to turn around to
backup. Quiet,smooth,fancy, powerful. I bought this truck to pull a 30 foot fifth wheel camper
and to travel in. The first time I had a chance to pull my camper the Cummins engine had the rig
going 80 MPH mergeing into a interstate highway off a ramp with lots of power to spare. This
truck and engine combination cann't be beat for comfort and power. The first mpg for towing a
12 foot tall, 30 foot long fifth wheel camper was 15 mpg. No bad at all for only having miles on
the truck and not being broken in. I've had three Ford powerstrokes in a row all 7. I'm glad I
made that decision. My Ram MegaCab 4x4 Dually is awesome. Tremendous performance, pulls
my horse trailer like a dream, smooth ride for a one ton, plenty of room, and so far great
reliabilty. I'm not knocking the 7. Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average
Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Ram Pickup Sign Up. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the

selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

